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Everything is possible

Take your flight

Design Story

When the office environment starts
to change from just working place

NEW CHAIR,
Flight
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to place where supports and

maximizes employee’s work, chairs

needs to look for the new direction.
Fursys considers a chair which fits
with various work styles or work

stations that can also function as

multi-functional for diverse office
environment.

“Basic and multi-applicable chair,
Comfortable and easy use chair”

We now will start the journey

towards our new chair Flight series.
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Flight
THE NEW CHAIR
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SERIES
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Take your flight

Multi purpose

Flight series makes it possible to organize

differentiated office environment that gives the
inspiration to people.

Consulting Zone

Work Zone

Conference Zone

Hospital & Laboratory

for all body types

without complicated control

for frequent conference

even in long usage

Available
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Easy use

Comfortable

Durable and delightful
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Take your flight

Performance

Flight series pursuits the ease of use instead

of complicated mechanism or function. W.A.T
(Weight Activated Tilt) system makes you feel
comfortable without extra control. Also it is
convenient to set tilting angle simply with
on/off locking function.

Tilting
Tension
Tilting
Tension

Tilting
Tension
Tilting
Tension

50 Kg
50 Kg

100 Kg
100 Kg

W.A.T system[ Weight Activated Tilt ]

The W.A.T system is a simple torsion bar link structure which does

not require additional adjusting but maintains self-adjusted tension.
The most frequently used height adjusting and locking function is

bodied out through cable connecting method and is easily operated
in the seating for user’s convenience.
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Take your flight

Design

Ergonomic backrest pattern and slim integral tilt seat
of Flight series help you sit delightfully.

Multiple dimension of backrest mechanism

Stream line back

Backrest consists of Lumbar zone supporting its lumbar, Bucket zone covering the back softly and

Stream line seat

Flex zone flexibly responding to user’s movement.

Seat plate designed to distribute the load

Having slim and light design, the thickness of thin seating plate and stream line structure such as
backrest on seating plate are applied

Stream line back

3D Comfortable back
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Back height &
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1 Flex zone
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5 Inner stream line

2 Lumbar zone

Mesh back with
Lumbar support

3 Bucket zone

Height of backrest
for a variety of positions
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6 Distribution of load

Lumbar support for mesh back

The height of the backrest which is under the

25mm height adjustable lumbar support is

position while working and having a meeting.

optimal position.

shoulder is designated to take comfortable

applied to make your back comfortable on the

4 Air flow
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Take your flight

Different Chairs, Colorful Life

Today, working environment not only offers functionality to employee,
but also contains aesthetic design and unique brand story.

NellyRodi

Color project
Natural

Classic

Casual

Pop

Making atmosphere

Elevating the value of space

Bright and lively color well-

Expression of freedom and

color and texture of material

elegantly with dignified color

active or marked items

creative or sporty space

comfortable by showing natural

and showing the texture

matched with energetic,

activeness suitable for

Fursys collaborated with NellyRodi,

one of the authoritative trend research
and prediction company in France
for distinct color theme.
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Take your flight

Flight series
Statement of line

WW
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Back
TS

751B

Seat

838L

838A

833A

839

839L

834C

837C

837B

831

Frame
BK

Back
DG

751A

on/off Locking

Seat
453

454

457

371

642~722

Lumbar Support

485~573

426~526

W.A.T System

923~1023

on/off Locking

414

Synchronized Tilt
642~742

on/off Locking

W.A.T System

485~551

426~526

Lumbar Support

424

Synchronized Tilt

934~1034

W.A.T System

485~573

642~722

414
923~1023

on/off Locking

CH4800 [ Mesh Back ]

CH4800X [ Flexible Back ]

Synchronized Tilt
642~742

934~1034

W.A.T System

485~551

426~526

424

Synchronized Tilt

Frame

CH4800W [ Mesh Back ]

426~526

CH4800WX [ Flexible Back ]

376
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FLEXIBLE / SLIM / COMFORTABLE
EASY / REACTION / AUTO-FITTED
ACTIVATED / MULTI-PURPOSE
Take your flight
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Take your flight
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Take your flight

A great office environment makes you happy and

a happier yourself makes your tomorrow and your

company greater. The greatest brand Fursys will take
responsibility of your office environment and make
it ready for your happy Work & Life.

Office We Love _ FURSYS
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